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Abstract • . -

A mixing scheme among thr.ee pseudoscalar mesons n, n' and

{.(1440) is proposed in order to analyze their qq and gluonic com

ponents. Inequalities follow from requiring the consistency of

the scheme and the range permitted for the mass of the pure gluonic

state (glueball) turns out to be rather small. The resulting pic

ture is in good agreement with the overall phehomenology and with

the (rather scarce) data on the subject.

Key-words: Pseudoscalar mesons; Glueball.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Glueballs, i.e. bound states made solely of gluons, are expec

ted within the framework of QCD . They should have properties

(2)
quite similar to those of "ordinary" (quark-make) hadrons , which

makes it difficult to find a well-defined signature to character-

ize them. As a consequence, .in spite of a rather impressive liter-

ature on the subject, the experimental status of glueballs is rath

er confused and their theoretical properties and predictions are

strongly model dependent; Some reviews on the subject are given

in ref. (3).

Strictly speaking, to search and identify these states we have

only a few phenomenoiogical guides which are usually based on the

so-called Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) rule i.e. one should search

for reactions forbidden by this rule but experimentally not sup-

pressed such as, for example ir"p-^^^n ' , Ti~Be ••• <|>4> + any-

thing (>6) etc.

This idea can be traced back to ref. (7) where small OZI rule

violations in the Q •*- pv reaction are interpreted introducing a

vector meson 0 which does not contain quarks' and mixes with u>, <f>

and i|> mesons.

A promising channel for positive C-parity glueball is repre-

sented by the J/ty (or i|>) radiative decays with a large branching
(a)

ratio compared to that of J/ty •*• hadronsv '. Here again, the OZI rule

.plays an important role.

Another appealing possibility, to study the properties of glue

balls comes from looking for mixing effects between qq and gluonic

components in ordinary hadronsv . Considering the aforementioned
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difficulties in the direct detection of glueballs, this approach

could be very fruitful. This procedure has been used,for instance,

to derive observable consequences* on the f(1270) and to predict

the existence of an orthogonal partner of it, named f , using the

MIT bag model prediction of a JPC = 2 + + glueball around 1.3 GeV (10).

It has also been used to interpret the 00 enhancement reported

around 2.2 GeV* ' as due to a tensor meson state described as an

admixture of qq and gg components. Also the state named gg(1240)

(12)can be included in this program

The basic point, however, is that, as already stated, dif-

ferent predictions are obtained from different models and the

choice of one of them is largely matter of taste. To make the

point, we shall briefly review the situation on the predicted glue

ball mass spectrum which is quite emblematic in this respect. The

(13)
MIT bag model predicts a glueball ground state around 0.8GeV

(14)whereas potential modelsXfc ' tend to predict it in the mass range

of 1.0-1.3 GeV. There are also lattice gauge calculations claiming

a pseudoscalar glueball mass between 1.25 to 1.66 GeV centered at

1.42 GeV ( 1 4' a>. QCD sum rule arguments(15*, finally, do not lend

any support to the above estimates but put the mass of a 0"+

glueball in the somewhat higher region of 2-2.5 GeV*16 .

As there are nò a. pfiionJL compelling reasons for any of the

above predictions, it is our-contention that one should resort to

phenomenology to shed light on the subject and we shall show how

this can be done within an extended mixing scheme, if, indeed,

there is á.pseudoscalar glueball around 1 GeV, this could drasti

cally effect the standard n-n1 mixing and perhaps solve some of

its standard problems. The success' or failure of this extended
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scheme could thus be an indirect indication for or against the

existence of this pseudoscalar glueball in the 1 GeV region.

A scheme for n-n' -glueball mixing has in fact already been

suggested showing that a consistent numerical analysis can be

carried out when a state G(1440) is assumed to modify the tradi-

tional n'-n mixing. In the new scheme it is found that the usual

singlet-octet mixing angle is changed from about 10° to about •

30° . The main assumption in this new scheme is that the G(1440)

is a "glueball11 and that the n (2980) and n' (3592) contributionsJ c c

can be ignored being their masses too high up from the ones under

consideration.

Within this same assumption, in this paper we shall take a

different approach to the qq-gluon mixing in the pseudoscalar m£

son sector around 1 GeV which, in our opinion, gives a better in

sight to the problem. •

First, we shall briefly review the experimental and phenome

nolog'ical arguments that suggest a gluonic component in both n

and n1 therefore supporting the now mixing scheme (Sec. 2).

Based on these arguments, we will thus assume the existence

of a third pseudoscalar meson G in the 1 GeV region which leads

then naturally to a new admixture between the "traditional" quark

components and a new gluonic component.

The key point to get quantitative estimates and predictions

is, therefore, that a third pseudoscalar meson should exist not

far from the n and n1 states. We shall thus consider here this

point.

A state n(1275) has recently been reported but has been in-

cluded only in the Data Card listing of the last edition of the
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(18)Review of Particle Properties and not in the Meson Tables. We ••

shall, for the time being, ignore the possibility that this should

be the proper candidate for our scheme. The only serious candi-

date for being the third pseudoscalar meson needed in our scheme

appears to be the celebrated {.(1440) which we shall tentatively

identify with G. As we shall argue, this identification could in

deed solve the longstanding ambiguities connected with the phys_i

(19)cal nature and the properties of the state {,(1440) ' which we

shall briefly review here.

The possibility of interpreting the (.(1440) as a qq states

seems a remote one since, in this case, it should be the iso

scalar member of the radially excited pseudoscalar nonet (ç1). This

hypothesis seems to be incompatible with the complete experimen-

(21)
tal picture . On the other hand, the identification of the

1(1440) as a glueball(22'23) depends on actually finding the ç'(2lV

Several arguments, and especially the fact that the B.R. (

is the largest of a l l decays of the type J/ty •*• yP (P = pseudoscalar),
8 S

lead to the conclusion that the ç1 has not yet been detected and,

at the same time, that the (,(1440) is largely of gluonic content

(we shall come back to this point in Sec. 2). Furthermore, sever

al authorsk * argue against the interpretation of the £(1440) as

a "pure" glueball. The fact that three collaborations(24'a* give

some evidence of a decay L + yp, in particular, suggests rather

strongly that the (,(1440) meson could indeed be a mixing of qq and gg

components. This is exactly what we need for our scheme and this

is what we are going to assume in the rest of this paper.

In Sec. 4 we will discuss the phenomenological consequences

and the numerical predictions that follow from our assumption that
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there exists a third pseudoscalar state that mixes with n and n'.

First, we shall, find the range of values of the "pure" glue-
• • •

ball mass which makes the overall mixing scheme consistent with the

data. This will lead us to upper limits for the decay constants

F and F , and to predict the decay widths for G •+ 2y and G->-p°Y.

Assuming F =F ,= F as usually done, we shall restrict to a very

small interval the allowed mass of the pure glueball state which

turns out very close to that predicted by potential models^ . In

particular, choosing this mass 1.2 GeV (as suggested in Ref.(14c))

as the one that gives the best overall agreement with the data, the

new mixing angles are calculated. This allow us to calculate the

mass of the octet component n8 which is found in good agreement

with that predicted from the Gell-Mann Okubo mass formula. Also

the calculated mass difference n'-n turns out to be in excellent

agreement with the data. The gluonic components of n, n' and G is

given together with the fraction of (u,d) quarks in these mesons.

Various phenanenological points are discussed. The overall picture

turns out to be quite encouraging. Some conclusions are drawn in

Sec. 5.

2 EVIDENCES FOR A GLUONIC COMPONENT IN THE n-n» SYSTEM

Traditionally, the n ana n1 mesons r.re known as a singlet-

-octet mixing of the type*25*:

co»9 |nfi> • »in0 |«

(2.1)

-sinO |n8>' • cosO
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with | e | % 1 0 ° ( l 8 ) and where

|nft> = ~ |uu+d3-2sl> (2.2)

and |n1> = -=-

In this framework we obtain for the pseudoscalar nonet, from the

invarlance of the trace of the mass matrix,

+ ng = n + n
1 = 2K (2.3)

(25)The last equality (which follows from general arguments ) is

not satisfied by the data. Indeed the left hand side is about 40%

greater than the right hand side. (We use the letters of each me-

son to denote its mass). This is to be contrasted with the analo-

gous equation for the vector nonet

a). + u>o = a) + <j> i 2K* (2.4)

which is well satisfied.

It has been emphasized by several authors that the reason

for the abnormal pseudoscalar mixing pattern may be found in QCD,

where a r.ew term, corresponding to the annihilation of the qq com

ponent into gluons, has to be added to the mass matrix of isoscalar

mesons. This procedure gives rise to a positive contribution to

the right hand side of eq. (2.3). Indeed a consistent picture is

found only when this contribution is assumed to be mass dependent*26<b\

This kind of mechanism must be negligible in the vector nonet when
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eq. (2.4) is well satisfied, and this conjecture is supported by

the OZI-suppression in the 0 (si) decay where the si component

mixes very little with uü and d3. From this point of view it could

(21 *
be said that the large deviation from ideal mixing of the light

pseudoscalar shows that the OZI rule is not satisfied in the J=0

two gluons channel in the mass range of *v»l GeV; differently . stated,

we could expect a gluonic admixture in the n-n1 system.

The possibility seems to overcome the difficulties introduced

by considering a cc contribution to the n-n' system, which would

(25—271
lead to observable decays (J/»J> •*• n-n'+X) and (x * n-n'+X) con

trary to the experimental observation.

In a qualitative way we can argue whether the hierarchy of

(18)
branching ratios for radiative decay modes of the J/i|> e.g. ,

B.R. (J /Y + YTT0) = 0.007 ± 0.005% ; B.R. (J/i|/ -* yr)\ - 0.086 + 0.009%

B.R. (J/i|>* Yf) • 0-15 ± 0.04%; B.R. (J/ip-•• yn') =0.36 ± 0.05%; B.R.(J/i|; •»• Vt>

B.R. (L-* KKTT) =0 .42 ±0.12%, i s not in i t s e l f ind ica t ive tha t , at

l eas t n' and I have some gluonic contr ibut ion. As shown above, in

fac t , the branching ra t io s J/ij/^yn1 and .7/^ -»• y£, are roughly the

same (recal l that there are some indicat ions that the decays L-*-r\i\v

and I •*• 4TT have substant ia l ly smaller branching ratios than (.-•KKTT ,
(21 ̂

although there are some difficulties also in this respect ). A

decay of the type J/<^ •*• y gluonium was estimated by using the re la

t ions B.R. (J/IJJ-»- Y { . ) / B ' R « (J/*-^ YHC) ^ 1.9 - 3.7 and B.R.

% 0.7-1.5ti31). It was obtained B.R. (J/î  •* ytf % 1.3 -5.6%. This

(18)

value i s too large compared to the data* ' but i s quite in agree-
ment with B.R.ÍJ/^-^YX) » r(J/^-*Ygg)/r<J/U>-»-ggg) % 0(5-10%) expec

ted from perturbative QCDi32)> if the I is a pure glueball. This

indicates that i has also a qq component.
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Another qualitative argument is based on the decays P -»-3TTO(IT+IT~TT0);
8

KRTT, where P8»(n)",n' #£,. It is well known that B.R

and B.R. (n •* IT+IT"*IT0) ̂ 24%, while n1 and i are not seen to decay in

these channels. The dominant decay mode of n1 is n1 •*• WITT with a

B.R. %65%, while the dominant decay mode for the L is in KKTT chan

(28)r.ol not wn **°' # This picture could support a mixing scheme for

these pseudoscalar mesons since, in such a scheme, we could expect

that when one of the three states has a dominant decay channel,the

decay of the other two, in this same channel, must be &upp>iz&&é.d.

This is well known to be the case in-the vector nonet, where w

and 0 are orthogonal states, and B.R. (a)-*- TT+TT~^°) % 90% and

B;R. (<{>-• ir+iT~iT0) %15%. It is exactly because the OZI rule works well

in this case that we have no reason to alterate the "ideal mixing"

for w-4», while this is not the case in the n-n1 system, as we have

pointed out above.

A more quantitative evidence of the content of both qq and

gluonic components in n and n1 is contained in the analysis by the

(33)Hark III collaboration . They use the data on

. J/ij» • V + P g

where V = w,$ and P » rj/i* • They set

(2.5)

»>- Xn,|N> • Yn,|s>*Zr/-|g>"

with |N> « (1//2) |uu • d3> and |s> . |si>. using the ratio of the
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widths r(J/)J>-*wn) and Y (J/ty •*• $r\) together with the information

coming a l so from V •»• y + P # one gets | X_ | ^ 0.6 ± 0 . 1 and

Xjj + Y* % 1.1 ±0.1
(2.6)

Xn' + Yn« % o « « * o . i

The above analys is strongly suggests a s i z eab le gluonic ocnponent

of n'< We shal l see (Sec. 4) that our conclusions are in excellent,

agreement with these f indings .

3 THE MIXING SCHEME. GENERAL RESULTS

Following the motivations discussed in the previous Sections

we can, instead of (2.1), consider and admixture of the following

type for the physical states \n>, |n'> and |G>:

|n> « (cosvcosct - cos$slnctsinY) ln8> + (cosysina + cosB x

x cososiny) In^ + sinysine|go> = a u |n8> + a1

* > = -(sinycosa+cosBsinacosy)|ng> + (-sinysina+cosg x

x cosacosy) |rij>+cosy8in$Jgo> = a21 |ng>

sin3sina|ns> - 8inPcosa|n1> + cosBJg

a31|n8> •
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where, together with the singlet and octet |n.> and |n8># given

by (2.2), we postulate the existence of a pure gluonic state jg >.

From the orthogonality of the transformation we have the inverse

transformation

|n8> = *>uln> + b12|n'> * *>13IG>

23

|go> =
 b3

where b..= a... This scheme reduces to (2.1) in the limit 6=y=0

when |G> = |g >. In this limit ot reduces to 6. It follows that theo

masses of the pure states in terms of the masses of the physical

states are

n8 = <n8Mn8> = b^n • bj2n
f

(3.3)

b3l n

which immediately give the relation between the masses:

n8 • rij +gQ m n • n
f • G (3.4)

In the present paper, we will determine the three angles of
i

the transformation (3.1) by considering the decay modes n*2v and
i ,•

n' •> 2y because the electromagnetic decay is sensitive to non qg
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admixtures. Indeed, if we assume that the electromagnetic decay

of n and n1 is due to the qq-components, (recall that the quarks

only are charged, not the gluons), wè can easily generalize the

expressions obtained for the ratios

and Rn, = rtn
1 -2Y)/rh° -> 2Y>

considering the standard mixing scheme . The standard ampljL

tudes for those decays are given in ref. (25) and the generalized

ones are

-^ (a31+2/5a32)

In this case we have the following branching ratios

R , i/jLJ (!l\ ,« ,2/5 a,,)

0 H W
where here again v°, r\, n' and G denote the masses and F . F ,F ,

and PG are the decay constants of these four mesons.

Using egs. (3.5) and (3,1) we obtain in a straightforward way

the equations relating a and 8 to y. From the'first of the two
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eqs. (3.5) we can obtain an equation for cos6 as function of a

and y. Substituting this value into the second eq. (3.5) it fol-

lows immediately that

sin(ct+x) = ± - (siny /ft , - cosy /ft"") , (3.6)
3 n n

where x = arc sinl/3.

With (3.6) we eliminate the dependence on a in the equation for

cos0 and then obtain S only as a function of y» R and R ,. It

is more convenient to write, the equation for sin20 and we get

9-ft ,-ft
sin2B = 2 3 (3.7)

. 9-(sinY / 5 ^ 7 - C O S Y /ft^)2

where we have defined

R^ - 3R„(—I* I — I ' , M-n.n* . (3.8)

As the left side of eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) are trigonometric

functions, they can be used to establish constraints concerning

the unknown decay constants ? and P .. The point is that the

mixing scheme is a consistent one only if |sin(a+x) | <. 1 and

0<.Bin28<l. These conditions lead to the statement that the values

of the ratios F _/F and F./F- must be bounded by an eliptic e-

quation, i.e..

i«..^
,3

Il
n V»'

Using (3*5) we can express,the ratio

(3.9)
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For evaluating the three transformation angles, it is still

necessary an equation for y. For this we use the third eq. (3.3)

to obtain . .

nsin2Y + n'co.s2Y - G

which can be used together with (3.7) to get the equation for Y:

I(go-G)(9-ftn.) + (G-n)(9-Rn,-ftn)] tg
2
Y

2(go-G) SS^STtgy + [ (gQ-G) (9-i

+ (G-n1) O-f^.-ft^)] «"0 (3.11)

with ftM given by (3.8).

At this stage y is given as function of four "unknown" con

stants. If we assume g to be given by some model (of the types dis

cussed in Sec. 1) and if F and F , are either measured or de-

rived in some theoretical way, then eq. (3.9) becomes a one-to-

-one relation between Y and the G mass. However, we have already

discussed the opportunity of taking a different view-point and

identifying G as the £(1440) meson. In this case we can fix the

value of G and take, for simplicity, F , %F ftjF^, as'it is usual^

ly done.

By demanding that the mixing scheme be compatible with all

the phenomenological constraints, we will be able to derive the

mass range for the pure glucball mass g0 and to make comparisons
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with the models discussed in Sec. 1 < 1 3 »l4» 1 5 > # T n i s w i l l enable

us to ca lcu late the three mixing angles and make numerical pre-

d ic t ions for the widths T(G^2y) (given by (3.10) and r (G*p°Y) .

For the l a t t e r , we assume again that t h i s decay proceeds only via

the qq components. I t i s convenient to calculate the ratio r(n* -»• P°Y)/

/ r (G*p°Y) . The amplitudes for these processes are:

and the phase space i s .proportional to (m -m*/m ) , M=n',G. Then we

have

———"* p Y = I-cotgScosY • cossecBsinY x
T(G -• p°Y)

where y » arc sin(l//3).

The numerical results are presented in Sec. 4.

4 NUMERICAL RESULTS

We will start this section making some comments about the
(18)decay constants. Using the experimental values TT°=0.135, n»0.549

and n'»0.958GcV and R ,«700, R *40.4, we obtain from (3*9)
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0.65
Fix

0.20 1-^1 < 1

giving the upper values F ,£ 1.24 Fff and F <2.24 F̂ .. Notice that

the equality sign corresponds to 3=0, case when there is no mixing

for the gluonic component (see (3*1)). As it is not our aim in this

paper to calculate the exact values, of these constants, we will

set F ,~ F -F^, as it is generally done. With this choice and

taking G=1.44 GeV we obtain a constraint on the g value for which

eq. (3.11) has á real solution We find

0.64 £ g .< 1.36 GeV .

Thus, within the present philosophy, we see that the mass scale of

a pseudoscalar glueball can not be in the range 2-2.5 GeV.

We can further restrict the range of g if we notice that

should we choose gQ% .8 GeV (MIT bag model prediction) we would

get either tgy = -1.28 or =-3.83.

However, if we look back to eqs. (3.1), we see that |tgy| is

the ratio of the gluonic components in n and n* respectively. We

have already discussed the reasons that indicate that the gluonic

component in n1 is expected to be greater than in n. This reduces

the possible values of gQ to the rather limited interval 1< g <

<1.36 GeV. In order to test some value in this interval we take

9 s 1.2 GeV which gives the best results when comparing with the

overall phencmcnological picture. This value is, incidentally, the value

suggested in á potential model . in this case the three an-

gles turn out to be *

Y » -30.6° ; $ - ±39° \ o - 339 . (4.1)
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Substituting these values into eqs. (3.1) we obtain:

0.93|n8> + 0.14|n1> * 0.32|gò>

0.06|n8> + 0.84|n1> ± 0.54|go> (4.2)

\G> £±0.34|ng> + 0.53|n1> + 0.77|gQ>

Às a consequence, the gluonic content of each meson is the following:

for n we have £10%, £30% for n1 and £ 60% for G. This is quite

in agreement with the findings of ref. (33), (see eq. (2.6)).

For the mass of the octet component n we find'(using (3.3))

no=0.645 GeV which compares quite well with the value no=0.613 GeV,

(25) 'obtained by using the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula . For the

singlet component we have n. =1.09 GeV.'The resulting mass differ-

ence m=n'-n=0.420 GeV, also obtained from (3.3), compares also

very well with the experimental value 0.410 GeV.

The next point concerns the predictions for the decay rates

of G, quoted in Sec. 3. We consider first the decay G-*2y. From

eq. (3.8) and using the experimental value for r(it°-*2Y) we

have

T(G->2Y) - 4-27 (F /F_)> KeV. (4.3)
It W

In order to discuss the above result, we have, first of all,

to understand the mechanism which determines.the relative size of

the various electromagnetic decays within the present scheme. In

particular, we note that the contribution that comes from the

|rig> and |n1> couplings to \2y> for the ratio R,/R is (a21*2^a22)
2/

1 2 )
2 £3.3 while the contribution from phase space is of
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the order of (n'/n)J£ 5.3, which reproduces the experimental ra

tio R ,/R 3; 17, value that was used as an input in determining

a and B. Although n' has a gluonic component three times greater

than that of n and as we have assumed that these electromagnetic

decays are due only to the qq-component of the mesons, n' has al

so a large singlet component which, together with the large phase

space contribution, is the origin of P. ,/R >1. Going back to

the discussion of eq. (4.3), if we use eq. (3.5) we get % 0.75 for

the ratio (a ,+2/2"a_2)
 2/(a-1+2/2 a . _ )

2 , but the phase space

contribution is (G/n);vl7. Thus, if F ^ P we should have

r (G • 2Y) >r (n • 2y). Recalling that Tin1-* 2y) >r (n -• 2Y) the expected

hierarchy for the various radiative decays is

IMG-2Y) <

Assuming FG % F^ eq. (4*3) g ives us T (G-* 2y) ^ 4.3 KeV, which i s

indeed roughly comparable t o r(n'-*2Y) as expected {T [r\'•*• 2y) y
(18)^ 6 KeV ] . This r e s u l t i s about one order of magnitude smaller

than the prediction of ref . (17-c) , which g ives the unreasonably

large value r (G • 2y) ^ 70. ± 30 KeV.

The previous re su l t i s re levant when applied to predictions

of the reaction e+e~ •*• e+e~ G.

Recently the cross section for n • production in the reaction e+e""-*e+é"n'

(and r\'•+-n*v~y) has been measured in the range of beam energies

E;v 2.0-3.7 GeV. If we use the sane equivalent-photon-approximation foe the

cross sect ion for production

16o2 ( 2 J U ) r(X-YY) Î « —
K »e 2
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with f(y) = (2+y2)2 £n(l/y)-(l-y2) (3+y2) (and m^ is the electron

mass), and our prediction for r(G+2Y) given by (4.3), we can es_

timate the cross section o(e+e~-• e+e~*G). Taking the.values J=0

and N =G we obtain

/F \
o(eV"->e+e~G) =• 55 - M pb , for E=2.0GeV and

\

IF Y
o(eV" * e+e~G) -136 — I pb , for E=3.7 GeV.

Thus, when the cross section o (e+e~-* e+e~G) will be measured at

different energies, the above estimates will give a specific de-

termination of FG and represent an explicit check to the scheme

proposed. A search was made for production of E(1420) in two-pho

ton interactions looking for a final state K°K~ir+; no signal

was observed. However we would like to point out that the meas-

ured cross sections for the reaction e+e~ •*• e+e~n' are one order

of magnitude greater than our prediction if F ^ F .

Going now to the prediction for the decay rate G-**p°Y, we

have

H G - V Y ) £ 0.21 r(n'->P0Y)

where eq. (3.10) has been used. Experimentally we have*1 ' B.R. (TI'+P'Y)

-30 ± 1.6% and then IMG* P°Y) % 261 Key, leading toB.R. (G- P

which does not seem to be incompatible with the present limits .

He end this phenomenological overview with an evaluation of

the qq content in the various pseudoscalar mesons, in order to.

compare with the findings of ref. (33). We set
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Pg « xp (uü + dd)//2~ + Yp ( s i ) • Zp {gluonic)
8 ft 8

with P M i l 1 and G and we find

|xj $ 0.65 ; |xn.| % 0.72 ; | XJ £0.24 .

This result together with the predictions for gluonic compo

nents in each P are in good agreement with the values quoted pre

viously (eq. (2.6)).

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed the gluon and qq mixing in

the three pseudoscalar meson system n-n'-G by neglecting the charm

sector. The general formalism has been reduced to numerical com-

parison arguing that the third pseudoscalar meson G has to be i-

dentified with the celebrated (.(1440).

First of all, inequalities for the ratios of decay constants

F and F , to F have been derived and the range of masses allowed

for the "pure" glueball has been obtained, by the requirement that

the mixing scheme be compatible with the data. The result puts

our estimate in the range predicted by potential models' ' rather

(13)

than by the MIT bag model* • or by the QCD sum rule calcula-

tions . In particular, we point out the result fromref. (14-c),

where the lowest energy glueball stata, obtained from a relati-

vlstic wave equation with a one-parameter potential setting the

gluon mass equal zero, has a mass of 1209 MeV.
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The overall numerical picture that emerges from our scheme

taking the glueball mass of 1200 NeV is quite nicely consistent:

with the (scarce) phenomenological information we have at pre-

sent on this subject and with analogous analysis of the data .

Better data are certainly needed to give a sounder ground

to this investigation but the approach seems promising and de-

serves further attention.
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